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Abstract—The performance of a Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system, presented in the form of Precision-Recall or Precision-Scope graphs, offers an incomplete overview of the system under study: The influence of the irrelevant items (embedding) is obscured. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive and well-normalized description of the ranking performance compared to the performance of an Ideal Retrieval System defined by ground-truth for a large number of predefined queries. We advocate normalization with respect to relevant class size and restriction to specific normalized scope values (the number of retrieved items). We also propose new three and two-dimensional performance graphs for total recall studies in a range of embeddings.
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1 THE NEED FOR REEVALUATION OF CBIR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION

The motivation for this work came up during the experiments carried out on our Leiden 19th-Century Portrait Database (LCPD). This database presently contains 21,094 photographic portraits with as many studio logos (on the separately scanned backsides). These logos are manually grouped into 1,856 nonoverlapping logo classes with an average size of almost eight relevant unordered items; relevant class size is in the range [2, 308]. A more extensive description of this ground-truth test set can be found in [8].

Each relevant class item was taken in turn to perform a content-based query by example search. Evaluations were based on the average number of its remaining relevant class members retrieved within various scopes (number of retrieved items), using different indexing feature vectors, different similarity measures, and for different relevant class sizes. By changing the size of the embedding (the number of irrelevant items in the database) for a specific relevant class size, we obtained a series of Precision-Recall (PR) curves (Fig. 1) for the performance of a ranking relevant class size, we obtained a series of Precision-Recall (PR) curves (Fig. 1) for the performance of a ranking relevant class size is in the range [2, 308]. A more extensive description of this ground-truth test set can be found in [8].

Each relevant class item was taken in turn to perform a content-based query by example search. Evaluations were based on the average number of its remaining relevant class members retrieved within various scopes (number of retrieved items), using different indexing feature vectors, different similarity measures, and for different relevant class sizes. By changing the size of the embedding (the number of irrelevant items in the database) for a specific relevant class size, we obtained a series of Precision-Recall (PR) curves (Fig. 1) for the performance of a ranking method based on the gray-level histogram as a feature vector and $L_1$ as a metric for similarity. One observes by looking at this figure that it contains both well-performing curves (the ones at the top) and bad-performing curves (the ones at the lower left side). The reason behind this widely varying performance behavior is the effect of the changing fraction of relevant items in the database. This relevant fraction, known as generality, is a major parameter for performance characterization that is often neglected or ignored. The fact that generality for a class of relevant items in a large embedding database is often $\approx 0$ does not mean that its exact low level will not count. A continually growing embedding of irrelevant items around a constant size class of relevant items will normally (in the case of polysemantic or noisy keys) lower the overall PR curve (for the user) to unacceptable low levels, as is shown in Fig. 1.

In general, the dynamic growth of the database might result in a relative growth that is equal for both relevant items and irrelevant embedding items. In this case, the PR graph would remain at the same generality level. Moreover, a constant retrieval recall rate would mean that the scope, used to retrieve these relevant items, would have to increase with the same percentage as well. Hence, it would be advantageous to couple the scope to the expected size of the relevant class.

The performance characterization of content-based image and audio retrieval often borrows from performance figures developed over the past 30 years for probabilistic text retrieval. Landmarks in the text retrieval field are the books by Salton [5] and van Rijsbergen [18], as well as the proceedings of the annual ACM SIGIR and NIST TREC conferences.

Shortcomings of Single Measures. In probabilistic text retrieval, like in [18], the NIST TREC [20] and MPEG-7 descriptor performance evaluation [9] authors often go for single measure performance characterizations. These single measures are based on ranking results within a limited scope without taking into account both the size of the relevant class and the effect of changing either the size or the nature of the embedding irrelevant items. By their nature, these single measures have limited use because their value will only have a meaning for standardized comparisons, where most of the retrieval parameters, such as the embedding, relevant class size, and scope are kept constant.

Shortcomings of Precision-Recall Graphs. In the area of probabilistic retrieval, the results of performance measurements are often presented in the form of Precision-Recall and Precision-Scope graphs. Each of these standard performance graphs provides the user with incomplete...
In a testing environment, the performance of the Retrieval System in its selection of database items that are retrieved should be compared to the equivalent situation where ground-truth has been constructed. An Ideal Information Retrieval System would mimic this ground-truth. Such an Ideal IR System would quickly present the user some or all of the relevant material and nothing more. The user would value this Ideal System as being either 100 percent effective or being without (0 percent) error. In this paper, we will refer to this Ideal System as the Total Recall Ideal System (TRIS). In practice, however, IR Systems are often far from ideal; generally, the query results shown to the user (a finite list of retrieved elements) are incomplete (containing only some retrieved relevant class items) and polluted (with retrieved but irrelevant items).

Let us now characterize a CBIR system using the following set of parameters:

\[ \text{number of relevant items for a particular query} = \text{relevant class size} = c, \]
\[ \text{number of irrelevant items for a particular query} = \text{embedding size} = e, \]
\[ \text{number of retrieved items from the top of the ranking list} = \text{scope} = s, \]
\[ \text{number of visible relevant items within scope} = v, \]
\[ \text{total number of items in the ranked database} = \text{database size} = (c + e) = d. \]

In this set-up, the class of relevant items is considered unordered and everything that precedes a particular ranking (like user feedback) is condensed into ranking method. Since the relevant outcome of a particular query, \( v \), is a function of class size, \( c \), embedding size, \( e \), ranking method, \( m \), and scope, \( s \), the performance is determined by the particular combination of the four free parameters. We will concentrate on retrieval settings where the embedding items vastly outnumber the relevant class items, \( e \gg c \), and, hence, \( d \approx e \):

\[ v = f(c, d, m, s). \]

In general, the average performance will be graphed for a number of ranking methods to completely specify the retrieval system performance for a ground checked set of queries:

\[ v = v_m = f(c, d, s). \]

In our opinion, a characterization of the Retrieval System performance should be based on the well-established decision support theory, similar to the way decision tables or contingency tables are analyzed in [6]. From a quantitative decision-support methodology, our Query By Example (QBE) situation can be characterized for each ranking method by a series of decision tables (see, for instance, [17]) or, as they are also called, contingency tables [6]. A decision
table for a ranking method represents a $2 \times 2$ matrix of a (relevant, irrelevant) versus (retrieved, not retrieved) number of items for different choices of scope, $s$, relevant class size, $c$, and embedding, $e$. It can also be seen as the database division according to the ground-truth versus its division according to Content-Based Information Retrieval at specific scope. The CBIR preferred choice of contingency table descriptors is given next to the Decision Support naming scheme in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v$</th>
<th>$(c-v)$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$(s-d)$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>$h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>$d+v$</td>
<td>$c+s$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$g$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P = \text{Positive}, N = \text{Negative}, FP = \text{False Positive}, FN = \text{False Negative}, TP = \text{True Positive}, TN = \text{True Negative}, R = \text{Retrieved}, NR = \text{Not Retrieved}, DB = \text{Database size}$. In TRIS, $v = s = c$ and $TP = P = R$.

In this section, we will examine possible normalized views of performance, usually giving rise to the well-known hyperbolic (Precision-Recall graph) to characterize retrieval performance, usually giving rise to the well-known hyperbolic performance space. However, our experiments advocated for the characterization of system performance.

### 2.1 Normalized Performance Measures

In this section, we will examine possible normalized views on [0, 1] or [0 percent, 100 percent] to express system performance in terms of expected success rate. In particular, we would like to show how a particular class of relevant items $c$ is successfully retrieved within an evergrowing embedding $e$. The performance or relevant outcome of the query, $v$ from (8), can be normalized by division through either $c$, $s$, or $d$.

$$v/c = \text{recall} = r = f(1, d/c, s/c) = f(d/c, s/c),$$  

$$v/s = \text{precision} = p = f(c/s, d/s, 1) = f(c/s, d/s),$$  

$$v/d = f(c/d, 1, s/d) = f(c/d, s/d) \text{ with } c/d = \text{generality} = g = \text{expected random retrieval rate}. $$

Equation (12) is not very useful in this form since both a low $v$ and a high $d$ will result into low performance figures (especially in our case of $d \approx e \gg c$).

Recall and precision are widely used in combination (Precision-Recall graph) to characterize retrieval performance, usually giving rise to the well-known hyperbolic graphs from high precision, low recall towards low precision, high recall values. Precision and recall values are usually averaged over precision or recall bins without regard to class size, scope, or embedding conditions. The fact that these are severe shortcomings can be seen from (10) and (11), where recall and precision outcomes are mutually dependent and may vary according to the embedding situation. How the dependency of recall and precision restricts the resulting outcomes is described in Section 2.3; how it affects the way $p, r$ value pairs should be averaged is described in Section 2.4. In the next section, we will further normalize the performance description resulting in measures that are all normalized with respect to the relevant class size $c$ and retain information about the effect of a vastly growing embedding $e$.

### 2.2 Additional Normalization of Scope

Remembering TRIS, the total recall ideal system introduced before, and observing the ratios in (10) and (11), we propose to further normalize performance figures by restricting scopes to values that have a constant ratio with respect to the class sizes involved:

$$s_r = \text{relevant scope} = \frac{\text{scope}}{\text{relevant class size}}$$

$$= \frac{s}{c} = \frac{r}{p} = \frac{a}{\text{constant}}.$$  

With this relevant scope restriction, (10) and (11) become:

$$r = f(1, d/c, ac/e) = f(1, d/c, a) = f(d/c),$$  

$$p = r/a = f(c/ac, d/ac, 1) = f(1/a, d/ac, 1) = f(d/c).$$

This additional normalization of scope, with respect to class size $c$, means that the degrees of freedom for performance measures are further lowered from two to one; only recall or precision values have to be graphed versus an embedding measure. Our preferred choice for the constant $a$ in (13) is to set $a = 1$. With this setting, one actually normalizes the whole Table 1 (now with $s = c$) by $c$, thus restricting one’s view to what happens along the diagonal of the Precision-Recall Graph where $p = r$. This view coincides with a comparison of the retrieval system under study with TRIS (see Section 2.3).

The only remaining dependency in this set-up (apart from the method employed) is on $d/c$. In (12), its inverse was defined as generality or the expected success-rate of a random retrieval method. Although generality $g$ is a normalized measure, we will not graph it as such because this would completely obscure the performance behavior for our case of interest, a range of $e \approx d \gg c$. Instead, we propose to graph $g = r/a$ versus $-\log_2(g)$ or $\log_2(d/c)$ to make the generality axis unbounded by giving equal space to each successive doubling of the embedding with respect to the relevant class size.

### 2.2.1 PR Graphs: The Restriction to a Generality Plane and Addition of Generality Information

The general three-dimensional retrieval performance characterization can be presented in 2D as a set of Precision-Recall graphs (for instance, at integer logarithmic generality levels) to show how the $p, r$ values decline due to successive halving of the relevant fraction. In this paper, another attractive plane in three-dimensional Generality-Precision-Recall space, the Precision-Recall plane (see Fig. 4), will be advocated for the characterization of system performance.

In general, Precision-Recall graphs have been used as if the generality level would not matter and any $p, r, g$ curve can be projected on a $g = \text{constant}$ plane of the three-dimensional performance space. However, our experiments reported in [4] show (at least for Narrow-Domain CBIR embeddings) that it does matter and, therefore, Precision-Recall graphs should only be used to present performance evaluations when there is a more or less constant and clearly specified generality level. Only the Total Recall Ideal
System (TRIS) as described for the PR graph is insensitive to generality by definition.

### 2.3 Scope Graphs Contained in P-R Graphs: Normalized Scope

In this section, we will show that although many authors present Precision-Scope or Recall-Scope graphs, these graphs can be directly extracted from the Precision-Recall graph.

Information about the effect of changing the scope on the measured precision and recall values can be made visible in the Precision-Recall graph by taking into account that possible precision/recall outcomes are restricted to lay on a line in the PR-graph radiating from the origin. This is due to the fact that the definitions of the system parameters precision (see (11)) and recall (see (10)) have the same numerator \( v \) and are, therefore, not independent. The dependent pair of \( p, r \) values and its relation to scope becomes even more pronounced when scope is normalized with respect to the number of relevant items, as defined by (13). We call this measure relevant scope and present \( p, r \) values accompanied by their relevant scope line (radiating from the origin). So, for each scope \( s = a \cdot c \) with an arbitrary positive number \( a \), \( s_r = a \cdot s \), and the \( p, r \) values are restricted to the line \( p = r/a \). In Fig. 2a, several constant scope lines for retrieval of a relevant class of four additional relevant class members are shown.

With these relevant scope lines drawn in the Precision-Recall graph, one understands much better what the \( p, r \) values mean. In the ideal case (see Fig. 2c), Recall graph, one understands much better what the relevant class members are shown.

![Fig. 2](image)

Fig. 2. (a) Lines along which \( p, r \) values are located at relevant class size = 4 for several scopes. (b) Lines along which \( p, r \) values for retrieved relevant class size = 1 (relevant class of 2, 1 used for query, max 1 for retrieval) are located. (c) \( p, r \) values for ideal retrieval are \( 1, r \) for \( r < 1 \); for scope size > relevant class size, \( p \) drops slowly toward the random level, \( c/d \).

The fact stressed in Section 2.3 that \( p, r \) results have associated generality and relevant scope values also has implications for the way average PR curves should be made up. Instead of averaging \( p, r \) values within recall or scope bins, one should average \( p, r \) values along constant relevant scope lines and only those that share a common generality value. When averaging for query results obtained from a constant size test database, the restriction to averaging over outcomes of queries with constant relevant class sizes (constant generality value) will automatically result in identical micro and macroaverages. The view expressed by [13] should, therefore, even be refined: the recipe of averaging measured precision, recall values over their associated constant scope values only should further be refined to our recipe of averaging \( p, r \) values over constant associated \( s_r, g \) values only.

An example of the way we determine an average \( p, r \) curve out of two individual curves with a shared generality value is given in Fig. 3. The figure illustrates how averaging recall values in constant precision boxes (pbox-averaging) overestimates precision at low recall values while underestimating it at high recall values, whereas averaging of precision values in constant recall boxes (rbox-averaging) underestimates precision at low recall while overestimating it at high recall values. In case of averaging discrete precision, recall values, the errors introduced by not averaging radially (along constant relevant scope \( s_r \)) can be even more dramatic.
In the light of our user’s Total Recall Ideal System, introduced earlier, one can highlight the system performance by restricting to the diagonal plane in Generality-Recall-Precision space. This plane contains the precision, recall values where relevant scopes are one \((s = c)\). Therefore, in this case, we obtain the most unifying view on system performance with \(\text{recall} = \text{precision}\).

The two-dimensional graph, showing \(p; r\) values as a function of \(g\) (on a logarithmic scale), will be called the Generality-Recall=Precision Graph, GRiP Graph for short (see Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b). For Total Recall studies, one could present several GRiP related graphs for planes in the GReP Graph, where \(\text{recall} = n\text{-precision}\) corresponding to the situation where the scope for retrieval is a multiple of the relevant class size \((s_n = n)\). We shall denote these Generality-Recall=nPrecision Graphs as GRnP Graphs; obviously, the GRiP Graph corresponds to the GR1P Graph. By showing system performance for GR1P and GR2P, indicating the performance for \(s_r = 1\) and \(s_r = 2\), the usability of the system for Total Recall would be well characterized. Its function can be compared to the Bull’s Eye Performance (BEP) measure used in MPEG-7 for shape and motion descriptors [9], but extended to include the effect of generality on the performance. Another well-known associated overall measure (but without taking generality into account) is van Rijsbergen’s \(E\)-measure, which we discuss in the next section.

### 3.1 A Generalization of Van Rijsbergen’s \(E\)-measure

To show how our GRiP Graph fits into the Information Retrieval literature, we will discuss van Rijsbergen’s \(E\)-measure that, for a specific parameter setting, will be shown to be equivalent to a GRiP value for a specific generality value.

The parameterized \(E\)-measure of van Rijsbergen [18]:

\[
E = 1 - \frac{1}{\alpha(1/p) + (1 - \alpha)(1/r)}
\]

is a normalized Error-measure where a low value of \(\alpha\) favors \(\text{recall}\) and a high value of \(\alpha\) favors \(\text{precision}\). \(E\) will be 0 for an ideal system with both \(\text{precision}\) and \(\text{recall}\) values at 1 (and, in this case, irrespective of \(\alpha\)). Van Rijsbergen [18] favors the setting of \(\alpha = 0.5\), a choice giving equal weight to \(\text{precision}\) and \(\text{recall}\) and giving rise to the normalized symmetric difference as a good single number indicator of system performance (or rather system error):

\[
\text{Error} = E(\alpha = 0.5) = 1 - \frac{1}{(1/2p) + (1/2r)}. \tag{17}
\]

The problem with this \(E\)-measure is fourfold:

- An intuitive best value of 1 (or 100 percent) is to be preferred; this can easily be remedied by inverting the [1,0] range by setting \(E\) to its range inverted and more simple form:

\[
\text{Effectiveness} = 1 - E(\alpha = 0.5) = \frac{1}{(1/2p) + (1/2r)}. \tag{18}
\]

- An indication of generality (database fraction of relevant class size) is missing completely.
- An indication of expected scope is missing.
- An indication of expected complete scope is missing; for the user, the length of the list to be inspected is very important, so knowing precision as a function of scope is highly appreciated.

To best compare Information Retrieval System Performance between competing systems and among systems, one would rather like to use a normalized triple like \((-\log_2 g, r, p)\) (log generality, recall, and precision). Then, (18) using (10) and (11) becomes:

\[
\text{Effectiveness} = \frac{2v}{s+c}.
\]  

(19)

In the case of the \(p = r\) plane, where \(s = c\) and \(p = r = v/c\), this becomes:

\[
\text{Effectiveness} = \frac{2v}{c} = \frac{v}{c} = p = r.
\]  

(20)

This shows that van Rijsbergen’s inverted \(E\)-measure at \(\alpha = 0.5\) will turn into our GRP Graph (Generality-Recall-Precision Graph) by taking into account that it is a function of generality:

\[
\text{Effectiveness}(g) = \frac{v(g)}{c} = p(g) = r(g).
\]  

(21)

The system performance would then be given by \(E(g)\) or, rather, \(E(-\log_2 g)\) (effectiveness as a function of generality).

By subtracting random performance or generality \(g\) (12) from the \(E\)-measure (21), a simple performance measure \(E^r\) is obtained that indicates the gain with respect to a random retrieval method; for large generalities, in most cases, \(E^r \approx E\) when \(p(g) \gg g\) and \(g \approx 0.0\). For comparison with TRIS at \(s = c\), \(p(g) = r(g)\) and

\[
E^r(g) = r(g) - g = p(g) - g.
\]  

(22)

which corresponds to the shaded area in Fig. 4b. \(E^r(g)\) penalizes the use of small embeddings in retrieval tests, but will approximate \(E(g)\) for large embeddings.

The fact that one of the CBIR performance descriptors, generality, is graphed logarithmically prevents us from characterizing retrieval performance by a single overall measure by taking the area under the graph, like the \(A\)-measure suggested by Swets as early as 1963 [15], for Information Retrieval and which was shown to correspond to the area under the Recall-Fallout Graph by Robertson in [14].

First, let us make a distinction between Laboratory and Practical CBIR systems. We propose to reserve the name Laboratory CBIR system for those performance studies where complete ground-truth has become available. For these systems, a complete performance evaluation in the form of Generality-Recall-Precision Graphs for a set of test queries and for a number of competing ranking methods can be obtained.

Any CBIR retrieval study that lacks complete ground-truth will be called a Practical system study. In Practical system evaluation, one normally has a set of queries and a database of known size \(d\). Because ground-truth is missing, relevant class size \(c\) is unknown. The only two free controls of the experimenters are the scope \(s\) and the ranking method \(m\). Relevance judgments have to be given within the scopes used to determine the number of relevant answers. Of the three Laboratory system evaluation parameters, precision, recall, and generality, only precision \(= v/s\) is accurately known. For recall, due to knowing \(v\) but not \(c\), only a lower bound \(v/(d - s + v)\) is known. For generality, only a lower bound \(g = v/d\) is known. In general, for practical studies, one characterizes the performance as Precision-Scope Graphs or one uses single measures obtained from the weighted ranks of the relevant items within scope.

The problem with any Practical system study is that one cannot interpret the results in terms of “expected completeness” (recall) and the results are therefore only useful in terms of economic value of the system: how many items will I have to inspect extra, to obtain an extra relevant item? Actually, with some extra effort, the analysis of a Practical system can be enhanced to that of an estimated Laboratory system by using the fact that generality, in terms of relevant fraction, is identical to the expected precision (see (12)) when using a random ranking method.

Experimenters that have access to the ranking mechanism of a retrieval system can thus obtain estimates for generality \(g\) and, hence, estimates for relevant class size \(c\) and recall \(r\) to complete their performance evaluation. The extra effort required would be the making of relevance judgments for a series of randomly ranked items within some long enough scope for each query.

5 Conclusions

We surveyed how the role of embeddings in Content-Based Image Retrieval performance graphs is taken care of and found it to be lacking. This can be overcome by adding a generality component. We also noted that one is not aware of the scope information present in a Precision-Recall Graph and the lack of comparison with random performance. The present practice of averaging precision, recall values in recall or precision boxes conflicts with the way precision and recall are dependently defined.

We conclude that Precision-Recall Graphs can only be used when plotting precision, recall values obtained under a common, mentioned, generality value which coincides with the random performance level. Therefore, to complete performance space we extended the traditional 2D Precision-Recall graph to the 3D GePaul Graph (Generality-Recall-Precision Graph) by adding a logarithmic generality dimension. Moreover, due to the dependency of precision and recall, their combined values can only lay on a line in the PR Graph determined by the scope used to obtain their values. Scopes, therefore, can be shown in the PR Graph as a set of...
radiating lines. A normalized view on scope, relevant scope, makes the intuitive notion of scope much simpler. Also, averaging precision, recall values should be done along constant relevant scope lines and only for those \( p, r \) values that have the same generality value.

Our recipe is as follows: From the ranking lists \( d, c, s, v \) are determined for each query and from these an associated set of normalized values \( p, r, g, s, v \) are computed. \( p, r, g \) values can be used to construct the GReP graph. Note that the \( s_v \) value is only needed in the case where one wants to average over sets of \( p, r \) values. Averaging should be restricted to those \( p, r \) measurements that share common \( s, g \) values.

For Total Recall System performance, we advocated a comparison with the Total Recall Ideal System performance by using a special plane in the GReP Graph, the 2D GRiP Graph (Generality-Recall=Precision Graph), showing the diagonal of the PR Graphs (recall and precision being equal on the diagonal of the PR graph) as a logarithmic function of generality. In this way, statements can be made about what to expect from the system for the retrieval of specific relevant class sizes in a range of embedding database sizes. We also make a distinction between Laboratory CBIR Systems and Practical CBIR Systems: for Laboratory Systems, complete ground-truth is available, for Practical Systems, it is lacking but can be estimated.

The extensions to performance graphs, suggested in this paper, make it possible to better compare performance figures within growing CBIR systems (by explicit mentioning of the generality level) and make it possible to infer precision and recall as a function of normalized scope, reducing the need for additional precision or recall versus scope graphs next to Precision-Recall graphs. For the evaluation of the performance, in relation to continually growing database sizes, the GRiP Graph (Generality-Recall=Precision Graph) offers the best overall IR System performance overview since this graph shows how well the system in question approaches TRIS. A simple variant and generalization of van Rijsbergen’s \( E \)-measure was shown to describe retrieval effectiveness in the same way.

Finally, a critical note on the usefulness of generality and relevant scope performance measures: Because the degradation effect of a growing embedding depends on both its size and its nature, a real comparison between systems, to determine the better ranking methods, is only possible in publicly available benchmarks with ground-truth test queries, like Benchathon [7]. We have therefore offered our test database of B/W portraits and logo’s plus ground-truth and test queries for inclusion in such a benchmark.
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